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Overview

Cisco's AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client is a Virtual Private Network (VPN) client used to create a secure connection to MITnet.

When your machine is connected to the VPN, it is firewalled from all incoming connections. IS&T has updated MIT firewall rules to prevent these connections originating from the MIT network.

How to Obtain

Windows

- Install and Run Cisco's AnyConnect client for VPN connectivity on Windows including Duo

Mac OS X

- Install and Run the Cisco AnyConnect client for VPN connectivity on Mac OS X including Duo

Mobile Devices

- What should I enter for the Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client VPN prompt (including Duo)?

How to Use

- More Information About VPN
- How can I connect via VPN to the MIT network using Windows 7 64 bit?

See Also

- Release Notes for Cisco AnyConnect Secure Mobility Client
- Introduction to Cisco AnyConnect

Additional escalation information for Help Staff can be found here: [hd:Cisco AnyConnect Recon].